MATH DEPARTMENT COURSE OF STUDY
HARRISON HIGH SCHOOL

Support Sequence (Yearlong)
- Algebra Foundations & Algebra I*
- Geometry Support & Geometry*
- College Readiness & Algebra II
  - Advanced Mathematical Decision Making
  - Or Statistical Reasoning

On Level Sequence
- Algebra I*
- Geometry*
- Algebra II
- Statistical Reasoning Or Pre-Calculus

Honors/AP Sequence A
(8th Grade: Adv Math 8)
- Alg I*(F)/ H Geo* (S)
- (8th Grade: Algebra I)
- Honors Geometry*

Honors/AP Sequence B
(8th Grade: Alg I or Acc Alg I/Geo A)
- H Geometry* (F)/ H Algebra 2 (S)

Honors Algebra II

Accelerated Pre-Calculus

AP Calculus AB & BC

GT Linear Algebra & Calculus III (if Admitted)
Or Multivariable Calculus/Differential Equations
Or AP Statistics

* Course has a Georgia Milestone End of Course test; students can move to Honors and/or AP Courses with performance and teacher recommendation

School Year: 2020-2021